The shearlet representation has gained increasingly more prominence in recent years as a flexible mathematical framework which enables the efficient analysis of anisotropic phenomena by combining multiscale analysis with the ability to handle directional information. In this paper, we introduce a class of shearlet smoothness spaces which is derived from the theory of decomposition spaces recently developed by L. Borup and M. Nielsen. The introduction of these spaces is motivated by recent results in image processing showing the advantage of using smoothness spaces associated with directional multiscale representations for the design and performance analysis of improved image restoration algorithms. In particular, we examine the relationship of the shearlet smoothness spaces with respect to Besov spaces, curvelet-type decomposition spaces and shearlet coorbit spaces. With respect to the theory of shearlet coorbit space, the construction of shearlet smoothness spaces presented in this paper does not require the use of a group structure.
Introduction
Over the past twenty years, wavelets and multiscale methods have been extremely successful in applications from harmonic analysis, approximation theory, numerical analysis and image processing. However, it is now well established that, despite their remarkable success, wavelets are not very efficient when dealing with multidimensional functions and signals. This limitation is due to their poor directional sensitivity and limited capability in dealing with the anisotropic features which are frequently dominant in multidimensional applications. To overcome this limitation, a variety of methods have been recently introduced to better capture the geometry of multidimensional data, leading to reformulate wavelet theory and applied Fourier analysis within the setting of an emerging theory of sparse representations. It is indicative of this change of perspective that the latest edition of the classical wavelet textbook by S. Mallat was titled "A wavelet tour of signal processing. The sparse way."
Among the new methods emerged in recent years to overcome the limitations of traditional multiscale systems and wavelets, shearlets, originally introduced by one of the authors and his collaborators in [22] , offer a unique combination of very useful properties. Similar to the curvelets of Donoho and Candès [3] , the elements of the shearlet system form a pyramid of well localized waveforms ranging not only across various scales and locations, like wavelets, but also at various orientations and with highly anisotropic shapes. This makes the shearlet approach particularly efficient for capturing the anisotropic and directional features of multidimensional data [24] . Thanks to these properties, shearlets provide optimally sparse representations, in a precise sense, for a large class of images and other multidimensional data where wavelets are suboptimal [18, 20] . In additions, unlike curvelets and other directional systems recently introduced in the literature, the elements of the shearlet system form an affine-like system whose elements are generated from the action of translation and dilation operators on a finite set of generators. This property provides additional simplicity of construction and a connection with the theory of square group representations of the affine group [7, 23] . Furthermore, shearlets are defined on a Cartesian grid, and this enables a unified framework for continuum and discrete setting which is useful for the digital implementation of shearlets [11] .
Many basic questions concerning the study of sparse and efficient representations are closely related to the study of the function spaces associated with these representations. For example, wavelets are 'naturally' associated with Besov spaces, and the notion of sparseness in the wavelet expansion is equivalent to an appropriate smoothness measure in Besov spaces [25] . Similarly, the Gabor systems, which are widely used in time-frequency analysis, are naturally associated to the class of modulation spaces [1, 16] . In the case of shearlets, a sequence of papers by Dahlke, Kutyniok, Steidl and Teschke [8, 9, 10] have recently introduced a class of shearlet spaces within the framework of the coorbit space theory of Feichtinger and Gröchenig [14, 15] . This approach exploits the fact that the shearlet transform stems from a square integrable group representation to derive an appropriate notion of shearlet coorbit spaces. In particular, it is shown that all the conditions needed in the general coorbit space theory to obtain atomic decompositions and Banach frames can be satisfied in the new shearlet setting, and that the shearlet coorbit spaces of function on R 2 are embedded into Besov spaces.
The goal of this paper is to explore an alternative approach to the construction of smoothness spaces associated with the shearlet representation. Unlike the theory of shearlet coorbit spaces, the approach presented here does not require any group structure and is closely associated with the geometrical properties of the spatial-frequency decomposition of the shearlet construction. Our method is derived from the theory of decomposition spaces originally introduced by Feichtinger and Gröbner [12, 13] and recently revisited by Borup and Nielsen [2] , who have adapted the theory of decomposition spaces to design a very elegant framework for the construction of smoothness spaces closely associated with particular structured decompositions in the Fourier domain. As will be made clear below, this approach can be viewed as a refinement of the classical construction of Besov spaces, which are associated with the dyadic decomposition of the Fourier space. Beside its mathematical interest, the construction of the shearlet smoothness spaces presented in this paper is also motivated by some recent applications in image restoration where it is shown that the introduction of these smoothness spaces allows one to take advantage of the optimally sparse approximation properties of directional representations such as shearlets and curvelets when dealing with images and other multidimensional data [26, 5] . In [5] for example, a denoising procedure based on Stein-block thresholding is applied within the class of piecewise C 2 images away from piecewise C 2 singularities, a function space which can be precisely described using curvelet or shearlet smoothness spaces. Using this last observation, the authors could derive a minimax estimator for the problem of image denoising outperforming the more traditional wavelet estimator.
The paper is organized as follows. After recalling the basic definitions and results from the theory of decomposition spaces (Section 2) and from the theory of shearlets (Section 3), we introduce the new shearlet decomposition spaces for functions on R 2 in Section 4. In particular, we show that there is a Parseval frame forming an atomic decomposition for these spaces and that they are completely characterized by appropriate smoothness conditions on the frame coefficients. We also examine the embeddings of shearlet smoothness spaces into Besov spaces and their relationship with the so-called curvelet spaces, with the systems of shearlet molecules and with the shearlet coorbit spaces mentioned above. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the extension of these results to higher dimensions.
Remark. After the submission of this manuscript, we became aware of two new papers related to our work. The recent paper by Nielsen and Rasmussen [27] introduces compactly supported frame expansions for decomposition spaces, by modifying the original approach of [2] where the generators of the smoothness spaces were required to be band-limited. One of the main tools of the new method consists in extending the machinery of almost diagonal matrices to Triebel-Lizorkin type spaces. Interestingly, in Section 4.6, we use the almost orthogonality of shearlets (from a work about almost diagonal shearlet decomposition of Fourier Integral Operators by one of us in [19] ) to characterize the shearlet smoothness spaces using shearlet molecules, a shearlet-like family of functions which are not required to be band-limited. The recent paper by Vera [29] adapts the framwork of Triebel-Lizorking spaces to the shearlet decomposition. Also the paper by Vera uses the construction of smooth Parseval frame of shearlets which we employ in our paper.
Notation and definitions
Before proceeding, it is useful to establish some notation and definitions which are used in the following.
We adopt the convention that x ∈ R d is a column vector, i.e., x = ( x 1 , . . . , x d ) t , and that ξ ∈ R d (in the frequency domain) is a row vector, i.e., ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ d ). A vector x multiplying a matrix a ∈ GL d (R) on the right is understood to be a column vector, while a vector ξ multiplying a on the left is a row vector. Thus,
where ξ ∈ R d , and the inverse Fourier transform iš
Recall that a countable collection {ψ i } i∈I in a Hilbert space H is a Parseval frame (sometimes called a tight frame
This is equivalent to the reproducing formula f = ∑ i ⟨f, ψ i ⟩ ψ i , for all f ∈ H, where the series converges in the norm of H. Hence a Parseval frame provides a basis-like representation even though it does not need to be a basis in general. We refer the reader to [4, 6] for more details about frames.
Decomposition Spaces
We start by recalling the main facts from the theory of decomposition paces originally introduced by Feichtinger and Gröbner [12, 13] , which will be used to introduce our new definition of Shearlet Smoothness Spaces in Sec. 4.
Coverings in Banach spaces
A collection {Q i : i ∈ I} of measurable and bounded sets in R d is an admissible covering if ∪ i∈I Q i = R d , and if there is a n 0 ∈ N such that #{j ∈ I : Q i ∩ Q j ̸ = 0} ≤ n 0 for all i ∈ I. Given an admissible covering {Q i : i ∈ I} of R d , a bounded admissible partition of unity (BAPU) is a family of functions Γ = {γ i : i ∈ I} satisfying:
Given γ i ∈ Γ, let us define the multiplier
The conditions in the above definition ensure that γ i (D) defines a bounded operator for band-limited functions in
The following definitions will also be needed. Let Q = {Q i : i ∈ I} be an admissible covering. A normed sequence space Y on I is called
Let Q = {Q i : i ∈ I} be an admissible covering. A strictly positive function w on R d is called Qmoderate if there exists C > 0 such that w(x) ≤ C w(y) for all x, y ∈ Q i and all i ∈ I. A strictly positive Q-moderate weight on I (derived from w) is a sequence v i = w(x i ), i ∈ I, with x i ∈ Q i and w a Q-moderate function.
For a solid (quasi-)Banach sequence space Y on I, we define the weighted space Y v as
Given a subset J of the index set I, we use the notation J := {i ∈ I : ∃j ∈ J s.t.
where we set J (0) be equal to J. Observe that for a fixed index i ∈ I we haveĩ := {j ∈ I : Q i ∩ Q j ̸ = ∅}. We can now define
where {γ i : i ∈ I} is an associated BAPU.
Finally, we introduce the following notion of equivalence for coverings. Let Q = {Q i : i ∈ I} and P = {P h : h ∈ H} be two admissible coverings. Q is called subordinate to P if for every index i ∈ I there exists j ∈ J such that Q i ⊂ P j . Q is called almost subordinate to P, and will be denoted by Q ≤ P, if there exists k ∈ N such that Q is subordinate to { P (k) j : j ∈ J}. If Q ≤ P and P ≤ Q, we say that Q and P are two equivalent coverings, and we will denote with Q ∼ P. As shown in the next section, this notion is related to a notion of equivalence for functions spaces.
Decomposition Spaces and Smoothness spaces
There is a natural way of defining a function space associated with an admissible covering which was originally introduced in [13] . Specifically, let Q = {Q i : i ∈ I} be an admissible covering and Γ a corresponding BAPU. Let Y be a solid (quasi-) Banach sequence space on I, for which ℓ 0 (I) (the finite sequences on I) is dense in
It follows from the definition that, for
. Also, one can show that the definition of decomposition space is independent of the particular BAPU, provided that Y is Q-regular [13] . We also have the following important result about the equivalence of decomposition spaces (cf. [2, Theorem 2.11]). Theorem 2.1. Let P = {P i : i ∈ I} and Q = {Q j : j ∈ J} be two equivalent admissible coverings, and Γ = {γ i : i ∈ I} and Φ = {ϕ j : j ∈ J} be corresponding BAPUs. If {v i ; i ∈ I} and {u j : j ∈ J} are weights derived from the same moderate function w, then
with equivalent norms.
In this paper, we are interested in a special class of admissible coverings of the frequency space R d which are generated from the action of affine maps on an open set. This idea was originally developed in [2] where a detailed treatment can be found. In this section, we will briefly review the aspects of this theory which are useful to derive our results in the following sections.
Let T = {A k · +c k } k∈N be a family of invertible affine transformations on R d and suppose that there are two bounded open sets P , Q ∈ R d , with P compactly contained in Q such that the sets {Q T : T ∈ T } and {P T : T ∈ T } are admissible coverings. If, in addition, there is a constant K such that
then we call Q = {QT : T ∈ T } a structured admissible covering and T a structured family of affine transformations. We have the following result: 
Note: for T = (A · +c) ∈ T , we have used the notations |T | = | det A|. A family of functions fulfilling the three conditions in point b) of Proposition 2.2 will be called a squared BAPU .
Remark 2.1. Note that, in the case of structured admissible coverings, the characterization of equivalent coverings is simplified. In fact, let P = {P T : T ∈ T } and Q = {QT : T ∈ T } be two admissible structured coverings with respect to the same family of transformation T . Then P ∼ Q if #N P < ∞ and #N Q < ∞, where
Let Q = {Q T : T ∈ T } be a structured admissible covering and T a structured family of affine transformations. Suppose that K a is a cube in R d (aligned with the coordinate axes) with side-length 2a satisfying Q ⊂ K a . Corresponding to K a , we define the system
where
and ϕ T is a squared BAPU. The following fact is easy to verify.
When the affine transformations T are invertible linear transformations (i.e., all translations factors are c k = 0), then the Parseval frame {η n,T } is in fact a collection of Meyer-type wavelets. Furthermore, one can go beyond the construction of Parseval frames in L 2 (R d ), and use the frame coefficients {⟨f,
For that, it is useful to introduce the notation:
We then have the following result from [2] . 
Usual modifications apply when p = ∞.
Note that the constants in the above characterization are uniform with respect p ∈ [p 0 , ∞] for any p 0 > 0. As Proposition 2.4 indicates, there is a coefficient space associated with the decomposition spaces
Using this notation, we can define the operators between these spaces.
We have the following result (cf. Yv) . In particular, we have:
As a special case of decomposition spaces, let us consider the situation where T is a structured family of affine transformations,
In this case, we call the space a Smoothness Space and use the notation:
Let {η n,T } be the Meyer-type Parseval frame associated with T , as given by (2.3). By the notation introduced in (2.4), we have that
Thus, if we assume that there is a δ > 0 such that
The spaces S β p,q (T , w) provide a natural setting for the analysis of nonlinear approximations. For example, using (2.5), one obtains the Jackson-type inequality:
Notice that, using d-dimensional (separable) dyadic wavelets {η n,j }, with T = {2 j I d : j ∈ Z}, where I d is the d-dimensional identity matrix and Q is an appropriate structured admissible covering, we obtain that
, which can be identified with the Besov space norm of the Besov space B
The shearlet representation
In this section, we recall the construction of the Parseval frames of shearlets in dimension d = 2. This construction, which follows the approach in [20, 21] , produces smooth Parseval frames of shearlets for L 2 (R 2 ) as appropriate combinations of shearlet systems defined in cone-shaped regions of the Fourier domain R 2 . Hence, we start by partitioning R 2 into the following cone-shaped regions:
To define the shearlet systems associated with these regions, for ξ = (
and
and that the functions W 2 j , j ≥ 0, produce a smooth tiling of the frequency plane into Cartesian coronae:
In addition, we will assume that v(0) = 1 and v (n) (0) = 0, for all n ≥ 1. This condition will be required below in the construction of the so-called boundary shearlets.
Hence, for
), the shearlet systems associated with the cone-shaped regions P h , h = 1, 2 are defined as the countable collection of functions
Notice that the dilation matrices A (1) , A (2) are associated with anisotropic dilations and, more specifically, parabolic scaling dilations; by contrast, the shear matrices B (1) , B (2) are non-expanding and their integer powers control the directional features of the shearlet system. Hence, the systems (3.11) form collections of well-localized functions defined at various scales, orientations and locations, controlled by the indices j, ℓ, k respectively. In particular, the functionsψ
j,ℓ,k , given by (3.12), are supported inside the trapezoidal regions
inside the Fourier plane, with a similar condition holding for the functionsψ
j,ℓ,k . This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . As shown in [21] , a smooth Parseval frame for L 2 (R 2 ) is obtained by combining the two shearlet systems associated with the cone-based regions P 1 and P 2 together with a coarse scale system, which takes care of the low frequency region. To ensure that all elements of this combined shearlet system are C ∞ c in the frequency domain, the elements whose supports overlap the boundaries of the cone regions in the frequency domain are appropriately modified. Namely the we define shearlet system for L 2 (R 2 ) as the collection
consisting of:
where Φ is given by (3.7);
are given by (3.12);
• the boundary shearlets { ψ j,ℓ,k : j ≥ 0, ℓ = ±2 j , k ∈ Z 2 }, obtained by joining together slightly modified versions of ψ (1) j,ℓ,k and ψ (2) j,ℓ,k , for ℓ = ±2 j , after that they have been restricted in the Fourier domain to the cones P 1 and P 2 , respectively. The precise definition is given below.
As detailed in [21] , the assumptions on the function v ensure that the boundary shearlets are compactly supported and C ∞ in the Fourier domain. For brevity, let us denote the system (3.15) using the compact notation
are the indices associated with coarse scale shearlets, interior shearlets, and boundary shearlets, respectively, given by
We have the following result whose proof is essentially the same as in [21] : Due to the symmetry of the construction, in the following it will be usually sufficient to specialize our to the shearlets in P 1 . In that case, we will indicate the matrices A (1) and B (1) with A and B, and the shearlets in P 1 simply with ψ j,ℓ,k .
Shearlet-type decomposition
In this section, we define a class of smoothness spaces associated with the shearlet-type decomposition of the frequency plane R 2 presented in Section 3.
Shearlet-type covering
We start by constructing a structured admissible covering of R 2 associated with the structured family of affine transformations generating the shearlet systems of Section 3.
For A = A (1) and B = B (1) given by (3.13), consider the family of affine transformations
Next, we choose two bounded sets P and Q in R 2 defined by V ∪V − and U ∪U − , respectively, where V is the trapezoid with vertices ( . Hence, let us consider the structured family of affine transformations:
We have the following observation.
Proof.
It is easy to verify that:
In fact, the right hand side of the above expression describes the shearlet tiling of the frequency plane illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . Obviously, the family
To conclude that {Q T : T ∈ T M } is a structured admissible covering of R 2 we need to prove that the cardinality of the set {T ′ ∈ T M : QT ∩ QT ̸ = ∅} is globally bounded and that condition (2.2) is satisfied. Due to the symmetry of construction, it is sufficient to specialize our argument to the cone-shaped region P 1 .
Let us examine the action of a linear mapping T j,ℓ ∈ T M on the trapezoid U . We have that
Hence T (j,ℓ) maps the trapezoid U into another trapezoid with the action ( 
The first inequality is satisfied for j ′ = j, j + 1, the second one for j ′ = j, j − 1, the third one just for j ′ = j. Hence, a fixed trapezoid U (j,ℓ) only intersects 3 vertical strips of the form
We want to compute the number of trapezoids intersecting U (j,ℓ) in each of those strips. 
) .
Hence, the matrix ( ′ ∈ {0, ±1}. Next we observe that if the intersection of these two sets is not empty, so is the intersection between their second projections. This happens if
are the second projections of the points (2
Our goal now is to prove that for each pair (j, ℓ),
Since every matrix norm is equivalent, we can use the ℓ
Hence we just need a bound for the term |ℓ2 
if (4.19b) holds, then we have that
if (4.19c) holds and if ℓ2
otherwise, if (4.19c) holds and if ℓ2
In all cases we have that |ℓ2
, and this implies that
In the following, we will refer to the structured admissible covering of Proposition 4.1 as the shearlettype covering. By Proposition 2.2, there is at least a BAPU associated with this admissible covering. In Section 4.3 we will analyze the relation between the (Fourier transform of the) Parseval frame of shearlets introducted in Section 3 and one such BAPU.
Minimal Admissible Covering
Given a set {T i } of invertible affine transformations, we say that {T i Q} is a minimal admissible covering if there is no Q ′ s.t. Q ′ is compactly contained in Q and {T i Q ′ } is an admissible covering.
Let us consider the trapezoid Proof. Due to the symmetry of the construction, it is sufficient to specialize our argument to the region P
The family of transformations T (j,ℓ) , (j, ℓ) ∈ M acts in the following way on ξ ∈ R 2 :
It is easy to verify that, since T (j,ℓ) dilates the first coordinate by 2 2j , j ≥ 0, the dilates by 2 2j of the interval [1/8, 1/2) cover the set ξ 1 ≥ 1/8. Note that no interval strictly contained inside (1/8, 1/2) has the same covering property.
Next, note that the action of the shear matrices B ℓ consists in shifting by ℓ ξ 1 the second coordinate of each point ξ 2 . In order to cover the truncated cone {(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) : |ξ 2 | ≤ ξ 1 , ξ 1 ≥ 1/8}, we need to ensure that such vertical displacement will reach the line ξ 2 = ξ 1 . Hence, by setting ℓ = 2 j − 1 which corresponds to the largest vertical displacement, we enforce the condition
This give the condition ξ 2 ≥ ξ 1 valid in the first quadrant. This shows that the set {P ′′ T : T ∈ T M } is a covering. Furthermore, it is clearly a minimal one.
For the second statement, we need to show that any structured admissible covering with respect to the family of transformation T M is equivalent to the covering P ′ := {P ′ T : T ∈ T M }. That means that, if 
Shearlet Smoothness Spaces
Having established the existence of a structured admissible covering associated with the shearlet decomposition, we can now define the associated smoothness spaces. Specifically, letting Q be the shearlet-type covering with T M the corresponding family of affine transformations (given in Proposition 4.1) and choosing w(j, ℓ) = 2 j , (j, ℓ) ∈ M, to be the Q-moderate weight 1 , the Shearlet Smoothness Spaces are defined by
As observed above, these spaces are independent from the choice of a particular BAPU. As indicated at the end of Sec. 2, the dyadic covering of the Fourier space is associated with the Besov spaces. In dimensions d = 2, let us consider the dyadic partition of the Fourier plane into the Cartesian coronae
hence, letting Ω = {ω j } j∈N be a partition of unity with supports on the frequency bands (4.20), we have:
The shearlet-type covering can be considered as a refinement of this covering of R 2 , suggesting the existence of a close relationship between Besov spaces B β p,q and shearlet smoothness spaces. Indeed, we have the following observation which is similar to Lemma 7.4 in [1] .
Proposition 4.3. For 0 < p ≤ ∞, 0 < q < ∞ and β ∈ R we have
where s = max(1, 1/p) − min(1, 1/q).
Proof. Let {ϕ j,ℓ } be a BAPU corresponding to the shearlet-type covering T M given in Proposition 4.1. By the properties of the shearlet-like covering, it is clear that we can choose Ω such that supp (ϕ j,ℓ ) ⊂ supp (ω j ), ℓ ∈ L j , and supp (ω j ) ⊂ ∪ ℓ∈Lj supp (φ j,l ), 1 Here the Q-moderate function w is the first axis projection, and the sequence of points x i ∈ Q i is given by x i = (2 j , 0).
Observe that the cardinality of L j is 2 (2 j+1 + 1) (recall that there are 2 sets of transformations associated with the shearlet-type tiling: T (j,ℓ) and T (j,ℓ) R). Thus, for each level j there are about C 2 j trapezoids in the covering of {ϕ j,l }, for some constant C > 0. It follows that:
Using a similar calculation we prove the second embedding result in the following four cases. Case 1. When p ≥ 1 and q < 1 we have:
Case 2. When p ≥ 1 and q ≥ 1 we have s = (1 − 1 q ). As q ≥ 1, using Hölder's inequality and the fact that cardinality of L j ∼ 2 j we have:
Case 3. When p < 1 and q < 1 we have s = ( 
Equivalence with curvelet spaces
As mentioned in the introduction, curvelets provide an approach alternative to shearlets for the construction of sparse multidimensional representations. A notion of curvelet spaces is introduced in [1] which is associated with a structured family of affine transformations including rotations and dilations. We can show that the shearlet smoothness spaces defined in Section 4.3 are equivalent to the curvelet spaces. In order to state our result, let us recall the definition of curvelet covering in dimension two. Note that, in the curvelet covering originally defined in [1] , the dilation factors 2 and √ 2 are used, while we used dilations 4 and 2 for the shearlet construction. Both choices provide the same type of parabolic scaling which is needed to ensure the approximation properties of the corresponding representation systems. In order to make shearlet and curvelet tilings 'compatible', in the following we define the curvelet tiling using dilation factors 4 and 2. Hence, we define a curvelet covering as the collection of the sets 
By construction, the set S 0,0 is compactly contained inS 0,0 , which is also a covering of R 2 . Thus we have an admissible structured covering of R 2 . Similar to [1] , the curvelet smothness spaces are defined as the decomposition spaces which are associated with a curvelet-type covering of R 2 . We have the following observation.
Proposition 4.4. The shearlet and curvelet smoothness spaces are equivalent with equivalent norms.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 it is sufficient to show that the curvelet-type covering and the shearlet-type covering are equivalent. Due to the symmetry of construction, it will be sufficient to examine the covering in the region P + 1 , as done in previous arguments. Using the notation from Section 4.1, we will show that each trapezoid of the form Q j,ℓ = QB ℓ A j has at most a finite number of intersections with the curvelet type tiles S j,l and, vice versa, that each set S j,l has at most a finite number of intersections with the shearlet type tiles Q j,ℓ , where both numbers are 'global', i.e., independent of j, l, ℓ. We will ignore intersections occurring at the boundaries of the sets. Figure 2 , any set S j,l , at level j, extends radially from the value cos(θ 1 )2 j−1 ≤ 2 2j−1 (i.e., the ξ 1 -coordinate of the point B in the figure) up to cos(θ 2 )2 2j−3 ≥ 2 2j−3 cos(π/4) = 2 j−3−1/2 (i.e., the ξ 1 -coordinate of the point D in the figure) . Hence, to cover this curvelet-type tile, we need shearlet-type tiles associated with scale parameters ranging from j − 1 to j (so that the ξ 1 axis is covered between 2 
As illustrated in
Since, for ξ 1 ∈ [2 2j−3 , 2 2j−1 ], the trapezoids Q j,ℓ have right height 2 j , it follows that to cover the vertical extension 2 2j−1 2 −j = 2 j−1 one needs at most 2 such trapezoids. A similar estimate holds for ξ 1 ∈ [2 2j−5 , 2 2j−3 ] so that a total of 4 trapezoids Q j,ℓ is sufficient to cover any set S j,l for any j, l. Note that the set S 0 is clearly be covered by the set QT 0 .
The converse argument is similar. A fixed shearlet-type tile Q j,ℓ is supported in the strip-domain {ξ 1 ∈ [2 2j−3 , 2 2j−1 ]}, and has left height 2 j−2 and right height 2 j . Inside the polar corona 2 2j−3 ≤ |ξ| ≤ 2 2j−1 , using the observation above, we see that the sets S j,l cover a vertical extension 2 j−1 so that at most 3 such elements are needed to cover Q j,ℓ . Using the same argument, we have that inside the corona 2 2j−5 ≤ |ξ| ≤ 2 2j−3 we also need at most 3 sets of S j,l . In conclusion, using at most 6 sets S j,l to cover any trapezoid Q j,ℓ for any j, ℓ. 2
Connection with the Parseval frame of shearlets
Not surprisingly, the systems of shearlets { ψ µ : µ ∈ M } introduced in Section 3 are closely associated with the shearlet smoothness spaces. Specifically, let us write the elements of the shearlet system in P 1 , in the Fourier domain, asψ
Note that, whileψ j,ℓ depends on j, ℓ, its dependence is very mild. In fact, it is easy to see that
and one can show (cf. [21] ) that, for each |β| ≤ 2N , there is a constant c N such that
Similar properties hold for the elements of the shearlet system in P 2 and for the boundary shearlets. From these observations it follows (as in [1, Sec.7.3] for curvelets) that, for 0 < p ≤ ∞, there are constants
with appropriate modifications for p = ∞. Using the notation of Section 4.1 we can write each element (4.21) of the shearlet system, in the Fourier domain, asψ j,ℓ (ξT by (4.18) . Clearly, we have that |T (j,ℓ) | = 2 3j . For simplicity, let us introduce the notation
(ξ) = 1 on the set Σ j,ℓ , given by (3.14). Again, as in [1, Sec.7.3], we have that, for
, uniformly for j ≥ 0 and ||ℓ| < 2 j . We hence have the following result which is similar to [2, Lemma 7.5]:
Proof. For inequality (4.23), note that, for p ≤ 1 we have:
For 1 < p < ∞, using Hölder's inequality and (4.22), we have ∑
For inequality (4.24) , note that
For p ≤ 1, using (4.22), we have:
For 1 < p < ∞, using again Hölder's inequality and (4.22), we have:
The statement of Lemma 4.5 is valid for the interior shearlets in cone P 1 . It is easy to see that essentially the same argument holds if one includes also the boundary shearlets. Furthermore, it is clear that a similar statement holds for the interior shearlets in the cone P 2 . Note that, in this case, one need to replace the operators T (j,ℓ) with T (j,ℓ) R, and that also in this case |T (j,ℓ) R| = |T (j,ℓ) | = 2 3j . At this point, we can argue as in [2, Sec. 7.3] . Namely, let {γ j,ℓ } be a BAPU corresponding to the structured family of affine transformations T M , given by (4.18), associated with the shearlet tiling. We can choose the BAPU so that supp ϕ j,ℓ ⊂ supp b T j,ℓ and supp b T j,ℓ ⊂ supp ϕ j,ℓ . Hence, by Lemma 4.5, it follows that
Relationship with shearlet molecules
We have shown that the shearlet smoothness spaces are associated with a special decomposition of the frequency plane and that there are Parseval frames of band-limited functions which provide atomic decompositions of these spaces. A natural question is: are there other types of frame expansions which characterize the same spaces? In this section, we show that is possible to characterize the same spaces using frames of shearlet-like systems which are not necessarily band-limited. We recall the notion of shearlet molecules from [19] . Let the matrices A (h) , B (h) , h = 1, 2, be as in Section 3 and
is a horizontal shearlet molecule with regularity R if the a µ satisfies the following properties:
is a vertical shearlet molecule with regularity R if the α µ satisfies (4.25) 
and for each M ≤ R and each
The constants C N and C N,M are independent of µ.
It was observed in [21] that the systems of shearlets described in Section (3) are special cases of shearlet molecules.
Using the families of horizontal and vertical shearlet molecules, we can use the same idea of the smoothness spaces introduced above to define the following function spaces
Notice that, unlike the spaces defined above, now the family of function {m µ } µ∈M does not arise from an admissible covering of the plane; indeed, the frequency support of each function m µ is not required to be compact. We have the following observation 
Proof. Thanks to Proposition 4.8 in [19] , we have that ∀N ∈ N there exists a constant C N > 0 s.t.
where R is the smallest regularity between the regularities of m and n, and ω is defined as follow:
, and θ µ = arctan(ℓ 2 −j ). We also know by [19] that there exists a constant C > 0 s.t.
∀N ≥ 2 and ∀γ ∈ R, where (j − γ) + indicates the positive part. Notice that for each γ ∈ R we have that
which is convergent if N > 4. This condition is satisfied thanks to the assumption that the molecules have regularity R ≥ 5. Hence, we conclude that there exists a constant C > 0 s.t.
Since f ∈ S ′ and m µ , n µ ′ ∈ S for all µ, µ ′ ∈ N , we have that there exist two indices ϕ(µ
Combining the above observations, we obtain that
Since the Parseval frames of shearlets are a particular case of shearlet molecules (with regularity R ≥ 5), Prop. 4.7 implies that shearlet smoothness spaces S β p,q and the spaces M β p,q are equivalent with equivalent norms. We refer to [17] for other valuable considerations about the concept of shearlet molecules and the more general notion of parabolic molecules.
Relation with coorbit spaces
In this section, we briefly examine the relationship between the theory of shearlet smoothness spaces presented in this paper and the different approach to the construction of shearlet-type spaces developed by S. Dahlke, G. Kutyniok, G. Steidl, and G. Teschke [8, 9, 10] , which we recall in the following. For a ∈ R * := R \ {0} and s ∈ R, let
The full shearlet group S is defined as the set R * × R × R 2 endowed with the group operation
A left-invariant Haar measure of S is given by da |a| 3 dsdt and the shearlet representation is defined as the following unitary representation of the reduced shearlet group
We can define the mixed-norm spaces N p,q over the group G by
and their weighted versions
Note that, in the last definition, we can include the factor 
with the elementsψ (a,s,t) = (π (a,s,t) ψ) ∧ forming a squared BAPU with respect to shearlet-type tiling. As discussed in [10] , it is sufficient to prove that the space B := {ψ :
} is not empty to ensure that the space H p,q, w is well defined. Here W(C 0 , L 1 ) the function space {F : 
This condition is satisfied, for example, by choosing a function ψ withψ ∈ C ∞ c such as the generator of the shearlet system from Section 3.
Rather than using the continue measures da, ds, dt, we can consider the discrete counting measures on Z yielding the following space:
This space can be identified with the space D(Q, L p , (ℓ q ) w ), where Q is the tiling obtained by considering dilations, shear transformations and translations on the support of ψ. Note however that the shear parameter is ranging over Z and not over a finite set, as in our shearlet-type covering presented above. Hence, even though we have a decomposition space, this is not equivalent to the smoothness shearlet spaces S β p,q .
Relation with sparsity equivalence
The following notion of sparsity equivalence was recently introduced in [17] . 
We can observe two important facts, following directly by the 2-dimensional case with the same type of consideration as above: Theorem 4.9. Let Q := {QT i : i ∈ I} and P := {P S j : j ∈ J} be two equivalent admissible structured coverings of the space R d , and let {ϕ i : i ∈ I} and {ψ j : j ∈ J} be two BAPU with respect to Q and P respectively. Then, {ϕ i : i ∈ I} and {ψ j : j ∈ J} are sparsity equivalents.
and the functions W j , j ≥ 0, produce a smooth tiling of R 3 . Next, let v ∈ C ∞ (R) be defined as in Sec. 3. For h = 1, 2, 3, ℓ = (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ) ∈ Z 2 , the 3-dimensional shearlet systems associated with the pyramidal regions P h are defined as the collections and the shear matrices are defined by
Note that we have the following relations between the matrices:
(3) A 3 R y , where R y and R z denote the rotation with respect to the second and third axes respectively.
Due to the assumptions on W and v, the elements of the system of shearlets (5.28) are well localized and band-limited. In particular, the shearletsψ (1) j,ℓ,k (ξ) can be written more explicitly aŝ
Shearlet-type covering of R 3
Similar to the 2-dimensional case, we will construct a structured admissible covering of R 3 associated with the affine transformations generating the 3d shearlet system.
We start by constructing the admissible covering. In For A (1) and B
[ℓ] z T (j,ℓ) R z : (j, ℓ) ∈ M} is also a covering of R 3 . For {Q T : T ∈ T M } to be a structured admissible covering of R 3 , we must prove that condition (2.2) is satisfied. Due to the symmetry of the construction, it will be sufficient to show that the sets {QT 0 , Q T (j,ℓ) : (j, ℓ) ∈ M} cover the pyramidal region P 1 .
We have that Q (j,ℓ) := QB Hence T (j,ℓ) maps (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ) into (2 2j ξ 1 , 2 j (ℓ 1 ξ 1 + ξ 2 ), 2 j (ℓ 2 ξ 1 + ξ 3 )). In particular, the coordinate ξ 1 ranges over [1/16, 9/16] and under the action of T (j,ℓ) this interval is mapped into [2 2j−4 , 9 2 2j−4 ]. As inthe argument of Proposition 4.1, two such intervals can intersect each other only if j − j ′ ∈ {0, ±1}. From now on, let j, ℓ be fixed. The tile Q (j,ℓ) has the same ξ 2 and ξ 3 extension independently from ℓ. Specifically, that value is 3 2 j−3 on the left and 11 2 j−3 on the right. We have that (1) ∥ ℓ 1 ≤ max{2 2 , 9 + 2, 9 + 2} ≤ 11. 2
We will refer to the structured admissible covering in Prop. 5.1 as the 3d shearlet-type covering. The following observations can be derived exactly as in the 2-dimensional case.
• The trapezoidal region gives rise to a minimal admissible covering of R 3 with respect to the family of transformations T M , where T M is given by (5.34), and it is equivalent to every possible structured admissible covering with respect to the same family of transformation.
• The 3d curvelet-type (defined similarly to the 2d case) and the shearlet-type coverings in R 3 are equivalent.
We can now define the decomposition spaces associated with the admissible structured covering constructed above. Namely, we can define the decomposition space D(Q, L p , (ℓ q ) 2 β ), where Q is the shearlettype covering of R 3 and 2 β is the Q-moderate weight defined by (2 β ) (j,ℓ,k,d) = 2 jβ . Also in this case, an argument similar to the one used in Sec. 4.5 can be used to provide a characterization of this smoothness spaces in terms of the shearlet coefficients.
